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Sabre Series 2
Efficiently engineered for one off or volume production, the Keencut SABRE-SERIES 2 offers the same exact cutting capabilities as the 
Keencut SIMPLEX with a straightness guarantee of 1:3000 over the length of the bar, and is constructed on an anodised aluminium 
baseboard. Keencut’s SABRE-SERIES 2 features a single Vertical Cutting Head to accommodate the heavier duty GRAPHIK Blade; 
making the SABRE-SERIES 2 more versatile than ever before. The SABRE-SERIES 2 is designed for use on a bench or attached to the 
Optional Stand. Using the lockable castors (included with the Stand) Sabre can be moved and positioned alongside any wide-format 
printer.  Also available with optional waste catcher and roll feed the Sabre is a versatile cutter with no equal.

A recess integral to the base protects the blade tip during cutting and a cutting mat can be added when cutting textiles. Full length 
silicon rubber grip strips in the SABRE-SERIES 2 base and underside of the cutter bar clamp materials while cutting and provide 
protection to even the most sensitive surfaces. The self adjusting hinges give lay-flat cutting on all materials up to 13mm (0.5”) in 
thickness.

Circular Blade Cutter
Using a razor-sharp ultra-thin circular blade, the new Circular 
Blade Cutter Attachment will transform every Keencut SABRE-
SERIES 2, EVOLUTION-E2 or JAVELIN-SERIES 2 into a machine 
that will cut the finest of flag, textiles and paper. Offering super 
straight cutting up to 3.6 metres long without fraying or rippling, 
the Circular Blade Cutter  provides a safe, sure way of cutting 
thin, high tensile and delicate materials that cannot be cut by 
conventional methods. The Circular Blade Cutter also allows the 
user to cut make very fine cuts for trimming edges or slivers 
from materials where detail and millimetre-perfect accuracy is 
required.

Sabre-Series 2 Codes & Sizes
 

SAB100: 1.0m - 40”
SAB150: 1.5m - 60”
SAB200: 2.0m - 80”
SAB250: 2.5m - 100”
SAB300: 3.0m - 120”
 

Fully Equipped and ready to work with Blades included - tools interchange 

quickly for maximum productivity

Integral Base Plate with Metric Parallel indents and a cut groove

Reversible Blades make the Sabre-Series 2 ideal for left handed and right 

handed users

Blade Locking thumb screw adds safety and convenience

Sliding Blade Depth Adjustment

All Keencut products are 100% Manufactured by Keencut technicians in Corby, 

England.  99.998% of source materials are made in the UK and EU

5 year guarantee

Visit WWW.KEENCUT.CO.UK for more features

Stands and stand packs 
available for all Sabre sizes

www.keencut.co.uk
UK & Worldwide Enquiries: +44 (0)1536 263158
US Enquiries:         (1) 800 523 4855

For more information please visit:

THE WORLD’S FINEST CUTTING MACHINES
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